Human language shows combinatoriality in its phonology (both in speech and in sign language) and its grammar, while both types appear to be absent in the communication systems of our closest evolutionary relatives. In this article, we observe that productive combinatoriality is difficult to evolve, because it requires multiple components to be put in place simultaneously for it to function. To understand how it nevertheless evolved in human language, we focus on combinatoriality in phonology, for which most evidence is available. We discuss findings and theories from three domains: linguistics (descriptive, experimental and corpus linguistics), comparative biology (including some fossil indicators) and (computer) models. We tentatively conclude that many of the biological prerequisites for combinatorial phonology and compositional semantics are shared with other animals, but that a uniquely human pressure for large vocabularies and uniquely human processes of cultural evolution are key in understanding the origins of combinatoriality in language.
Introduction
A celebrated property of human language is its productive combinatoriality: we combine vowels and consonants into syllables, syllables into words, words into sentences.
Combinatoriality makes language open-ended: we can always create new words from the speech sounds of our language when a new concept needs a name, and we can communicate about uncountably many complex thoughts using novel combinations of words. In this article, we consider both the property of language of using a limited set of building blocks to create a much larger, perhaps even unbounded, set of utterances and the property of humans of being able to deal with signals that are structured in this way. When we discuss evolution, this also has two sides: the (cultural) evolution of combinatorial structure in languages and the (biological) evolution of mechanisms to deal with combinatorial structure.
The term combinatorial structure may refer to combinations of speech sounds (combinatorial phonology), combinations of signs in sign languages (which could be called combinatorial cherology) or combinations of meaningful morphemes or words (compositional 1 semantics) [1] . We will focus mostly on combinatorial phonology, but very similar points can be made about other combinatorial systems, although less evidence is available informing us about those systems. In human spoken language, the building blocks are generally identified with phonemes: minimal components of speech that are produced in sequence and where, when one such component is replaced by another, the meaning of a word changes [2, 3] . Thus, in the words 'pat' and 'bat', /p/ and /b/ are phonemes, because replacing one for the other changes the meaning of the word. Using such pairs of words ('minimal pairs') we can demonstrate that /ae/ (which represents the pronunciation of the 'a' in these words) and the /t/ are also phonemes. In signed language, the building blocks are generally identified with handshapes, hand movements and location [4] . In both cases, the building blocks can only be combined according to well-defined, language-specific rules.
Although linguists agree that language has combinatorial structure, there is discussion about what the actual building blocks are: the building blocks in combinatorial phonology could be phonemes, features (individual articulatory/acoustic events that are combined to produce phonemes), syllables or parts of syllables (onsets, nuclei and codas -the final consonants -for instance), or perhaps all of them depending on the context and the language (see the introduction in [5] ). Similarly, the building blocks in compositional semantics could be morphemes and words, or constructions.
In addition, different streams can be combined in parallel [6] : in spoken language, intonation and tone are combined with the sequence of phonemes [7, 8] , while in sign language body posture, head posture and facial expressions are combined with manual signs [9] . Combinatorial structure does thus not necessarily depend on phonemes in sequence, and may combine several streams in parallel. This observation is especially relevant when studying 1 We will use the term 'combinatorial' for any system where parts are combined into larger wholes, and the term 'compositional' specifically for the combination of meaning-carrying parts, where the meaning of the whole depends on the meaning of the parts. potential precursors of combinatorial structure and potential scenarios through which it may have evolved.
Where human language is thus both combinatorial and semantic, very few non-human animal communication systems have both these properties (but see [10 ,11] ). In birds, cetaceans [12] and gibbons [13, 14] we find vocalizations with 'bare phonology' [15] : song elements are productively combined into songs, but elements nor songs are semantic (or 'referential'). It appears, on the other hand, that great ape vocalizations, which may be semantic, do not use combinatorial structure [16] .
The question therefore arises how the ability to use combinatorial structure has evolved in our species (we will focus here on biological evolution and on cultural evolution in as far as it is necessary to understand biological evolution; we will not focus on using evolution as a theoretical framework to understand language change [17] What is the role of communication, learnability and the modality (speech or sign)? When did combinatorial structure evolve, and over how much time? And how did the evolution happen? What selective pressures were involved? What were the precursors? And did syntax evolve before phonology or the other way around? This article reviews evidence pertinent to these questions, focusing on three sources of evidence: linguistics (descriptive, experimental and corpus linguistics), comparative biology (including some fossil indicators) and (computer) models. But before reviewing these categories of evidence, we first briefly consider why combinatoriality poses particular challenges for evolutionary theories and why it is rare in nature.
Combinatoriality and evolution
The trick of productively combining discrete elements from a finite repertoire into a large number of combinations is rare in Nature -it is a trick that phonology and grammar only seem to share with music, bird song, cetacean song, the genetic code, and, in primitive form, perhaps in the vocalizations of a handful of non-human primates [18] . Productive combinatoriality is difficult to evolve, because it requires multiple components to be put in place simultaneously for it to function. In both communication systems and systems that mainly serve as displays, that is, to impress, there needs to be, firstly, a repertoire of basic elements shared by sender and receiver, and secondly, a mechanism to combine those elements into larger combinations in the sender (synthesis), for the system to be productively combinatorial. In a system such as language, we additionally need, thirdly, the mechanisms to break down combinations into their component parts in the receiver (analysis).
Biological evolution proceeds one mutation at a time, with each mutation starting as a unique variant and having to spread in the population by conveying a fitness advantage to the individuals that carry it. The challenge for theories of the evolution of combinatoriality is therefore to explain how components (1), (2) or (3) could evolve without the other components being in place already.
We currently do not know what the neural basis is for combinatorial phonology, combinatorial cherology and compositional semantics, making it difficult to assess how likely it is that components (1), (2) or (3) are distinct systems that needed to evolve one after the other, or sideeffects of the same underlying biological innovation. Most theories of the evolution of combinatoriality in language simply assume, implicitly or explicitly, that the ability for (2) or (3) are side-effects of features of the human brain that evolved for other reasons; for instance, the ability to interpret combinatorial signals (3) could be based on preexisting cognitive mechanisms to process information about the environment. For a completely satisfactory account of the evolution of productive combinatoriality this assumption would need to be supported -making empirical work on human perceptual biases independent of language and speech [19 ,20 ,21 ] and unravelling the neural basis of combinatoriality [22 ,23 ] key areas of research on language evolution.
Without solving this challenge, Hurford [24] distinguishes two classes of (non-mutually exclusive) scenarios: the analytic route versus the synthetic route to combinatoriality. In the analytic route, superficial combinatorial structures arises by chance or by some other process; mechanisms to make productive use of combinatorial structure can then invade in the population while maintaining interpretability [25] . In the synthetic route, the later building blocks of combinatorial structure are assumed to initially have been used as independent holistic signals; mechanisms to productively combine these building blocks evolve only later. In Figure 1 we sketch Hurford's two routes.
Both the synthetic and the analytic route have been studied in computer models of the evolution of combinatoriality. Nowak and Krakauer [26] derive mathematically an 'error limit' for holistic signaling, and show that combinatoriality can help overcome that limit. Their results may be seen as support for the synthetic route. Zuidema and de Boer [25] , on the other hand, lend support to the analytic route, by demonstrating that a large holistic vocabulary in a restricted signal space ('crowding'), leads to signal overlap and thus superficial combinatoriality. Little et al. [20 ] in turn question the relevance of crowding, and report evidence that humans have a strong tendency to detect structure in signals even before the signal space gets crowded. This work still supports a primarily analytic scenario, but suggests an alternative way to arrive at superficial combinatoriality, that is empirically supported but not yet formalized in a computational model.
Linguistic theories and linguistic evidence
Hockett [27] was the first to write about combinatorial structure in an evolutionary context. He observed that human languages not only combine meaningless (acoustic) building blocks into meaningful utterances (what we call 'combinatorial phonology'), but then also combine these utterances (morphemes and words) into longer meaningful utterances (phrases and sentences; 'compositional semantics'). Both types of combination follow learned rules.
As there are two levels of combination involved, he called this the duality of patterning. Moreover, he observed that this was unique to human language (leaving open the possibility that combination on one level occurs in animal communication). He proposed that it evolved in human language in order to accommodate a large range of signals.
Other authors have tried to flesh out these ideas by proposing concrete scenarios by which duality of patterning or combinatorial structure evolved. The frame-content theory [28, 29] proposes that combinatorial structure in speech makes use of pre-existing rhythmic behaviors of the jaw involved in eating, sucking and breathing. These give us the basic syllables (frames), on which more refined articulatory gestures (content) are superimposed. This, according to [30] also explains differences in rhythmic structures between sign language and spoken language; although both use combinatorial structure, it is proposed that the precise properties do not derive from cognitive constraints, but from physical ones related to the modality.
The gestural origins theory of speech [18, 31] proposes that the building blocks derive from articulatory gestures (not to be confused with visual co-speech gestures). The articulators that produce these gestures can be considered coupled oscillators, and depending on the phases with which these oscillators are coupled, different patterns can be produced. Moreover, because the jaw is the most massive oscillator, it would dominate the coupling, and therefore produce something very similar to the framecontent theory. Interestingly in this context it has also been proposed [31] that originally, articulatory-vocal gestures formed the basis of phonology, while manual gestures formed the basis of syntax. Both the vocalic gestural origins and the frame-content theory derive support from patterns with which consonants and vowels tend to cooccur in words, and in how such combinations appear in infant vocalizations.
A different route to duality of patterning has been proposed by [32] , where it is proposed that synonymy avoidance creates pressure for larger lexicons, which in a co-evolutionary process leads to cognitive adaptations to combinatorial structure. Accidental combinations of words then lead to compositional structure. Because compositional structure follows, and is based on combinatorial structure, it is argued that compositional semantics is based on cognitive mechanisms that originally evolved for combinatorial phonology and therefore follows similar patterns. It should be noted that this view is not necessarily contradictory with the other scenarios, focusing on functional pressures rather than actual precursors and mechanisms.
Observations of emerging and existing languages may also provide information about how combinatorial speech may have evolved. Linguistic fossils -aspects of language that do not quite follow grammatical rules [33] show that learned, linguistic utterances do not necessarily need to follow phonological rules (such as 'psst' and 'shhh', which would not be acceptable English words) or be combinatorial (such as tongue clacking of disapproval, which does not use English phonemes -[! !] in IPA notation).
Observation of emerging spoken languages, such as pidgins or jargons do not provide us with much useful information about the emergence of combinatorial phonology, as they make use of speech sounds of the languages on which they are based (although in simplified 140 The evolution of language 
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Different scenarios for the evolution of a combinatorial signaling system. Both scenarios start from a 'holistic' communication system without combination (left of the figure), and end with a productively combinatorial system (right). In the 'synthetic route' (top), preexisting signals at some point start being combined with each other. In the 'analytic route' (bottom), holistic signals are assumed to first evolve into signals that are superficially combinatorial: different signals have overlapping parts, but the productive use of this overlap only comes later.
form, following universal tendencies [34, 35] ) but they did inspire theories on the evolution of syntax [36] .
Emerging sign language do provide us with such information, because they are often not based on an existing language, and are invented from scratch. The classic example is Nicaraguan Sign Language [37, 38] , although the focus of research on this language has been on syntax and morphology. Other emerging sign languages, such as Central Taurus Sign Language [39] and Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL) [40, 41] have been studied for emergence of phonology. Especially in ABSL, it is clear that an emerging sign language can exist without combinatorial phonology (cherology) [41] but with compositional semantics. Initially, there appears to be great individual variability in signs, and no identifiable building blocks. However, combinatorial structure does appear to emerge gradually in later generations of speakers.
Because emergence of language is a very rare phenomenon and difficult to study 'in the wild', emergence of language is now often studied in laboratory settings [42, 43] . Many of these studies do not focus on combinatorial structure, but an increasing number does. In order to prevent interference from native language, these studies use gestures produced by non-signers [44] , or different artificial signaling devices, such as drawing pads [45, 46] , slide whistles [47, 48] and infra-red sensors [49] . These experiments investigate how duality of patterning emerges [46] , whether combinatorial structure is due to cognitive mechanisms or functional pressures [48] , what the influence of iconicity is on emergence of structure [50] , and what the effect of modality is on these processes [44, 50, 51] .
These studies show there is a complicated interaction between modality, communicative setting and cognitive mechanisms. Iconicity appears to be a viable strategy when transparent mappings between signals and meanings are possible, and in this case emergence of combinatorial structure is delayed. However, the human tendency to find and generalize patterns causes combinatorial structure to emerge eventually, especially in cases where there is repeated interaction between individuals, who simplify and abbreviate signals they are familiar with.
Comparative biological evidence
Humans have some obvious modifications of the vocal tract compared to other great apes, and these modifications have been discussed in the context of fossil evidence [52, 53] leading to the tentative conclusion that Neanderthals already had some kind of ability for complex vocalization [54] . However, this evidence does not tell us much about evolution of combinatorial structure. Conversely, there is emergent evidence that shows that great apes do have rudimentary abilities that could be precursors.
It has been argued that an ape-like vocal tract is not able to produce a sufficient variety of speech sounds for language [55] , but recent work has shown that monkey vocal tracts -and by implication the vocal tract of the last common ancestor with great apes -have the capacity to produce enough different speech sounds for language [56 ,57] . Moreover, although it has been argued that great apes lack voluntary control over the vocal folds [15] , recent evidence shows that gorillas [58] and orangutans [59] can learn to control their vocal folds to some extent. Evidence for chimpanzee vocal adaptation [60, 61] points in the same direction. This indicates that the last common ancestor probably already had rudimentary abilities for producing a range of learned, controlled vocalizations.
The question remains whether these vocalizations had any structure to them, and whether apes are able to deal with this. It has been shown that lip smacks in macaques [62] and orangutans [63] show the same temporal structure as syllables. Also, it has been argued that orangutans combine consonant-like sounds with vowel-like sounds [64] . However, these results are too preliminary at the moment to warrant strong conclusions.
Biological evidence has also been brought to bear on the more abstract question of how combinatorial structure and duality of patterning can evolve in principle. It has been argued that no other animal shows phonological combinatorial structure ( [16] , but see [65 ] ) and that therefore syntax may have evolved before phonology. However, this rests on the assumption that combinatorial structure is based on distinguishing meaning, and this disqualifies 'bare phonology' [15] such as found in birds, cetaceans [12] and gibbons [13, 14] . It has even been argued that Japanese great tits have duality of patterning [66] .
One thing that does appear from all this work is that systems with many different calls that are composed of a limited number of building blocks are most commonly used for display, rather than to convey many different meanings. This has led to the proposal that something similar has happened in evolution of human language, and that combinatorial speech was initially use for display -the musical origins hypothesis [15, 67] .
Conclusion
From the emerging biological evidence, it is clear that many of the basic behaviors needed to produce combinatorial structure are already present in apes -and by homology our last common ancestor with them -except for the ability to learn a large set of spoken (or signed) utterances. There are different scenarios about how these pre-existing behaviors (articulatory gestures, oscillatory behaviors, simple acoustic imitations) form the basis of the combinatorial structure of speech. These scenarios are not mutually exclusive, but on the contrary overlap to such an extent that it is hard to choose between them empirically.
Although bare phonology, that is combinatorial signals without associated different meanings, is found in many other animals, it is not clear whether there ever was a stage of bare phonology before speech. It seems equally likely that pressure on increasing the number of signals came from increased need to communicate different meanings. After all, apes can already learn reasonably large communicative lexicons if they are trained (e.g. [68] ) so presumably the last common ancestor also had the ability to use signals communicatively.
It has been proposed that the need for an increasing number of signals caused evolution of combinatorial structure and our ability to deal with it [18, 27] . There are even mathematical and computer models that simulate this [22 ,25,26] . However, experiments show that modern humans have a strong tendency to see and generalize structure before the signal space gets crowded [19 ,20 ,21 ,48] so it is conceivable that combinatorial structure actually is based on much older cognitive mechanisms to detect structure in the environment. It is of course possible that such mechanisms have been finetuned through selection for speech. Through cultural transmission, languages will then have evolved (culturally) to show more and more combinatorial structure, as seems to be happening in emerging sign languages [41] while (at least in spoken languages) the building blocks become more and more distinct [69, 70, 71 ]. Thus, the ability to use combinatorial structure and combinatorial structure itself could have co-evolved gradually.
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